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Tomorrow’s Weather Report On This Day in History (1962)...

71o The weather looks like it will get back to normal 
tomorrow. Sunny skies are in the forecast all day, so 
make sure to be drinking water and applying sunblock!

Los Angeles Dodger Sandy Koufax pitched his first no-hitter in a game 
with the New York Mets. 
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What happens when you combine one of the most 
popular game shows with Menominee? You get 
the evening campfire of Cabin Feud! Led by Steve 
Harvey (NOAH LAZARUS) and Steve Harvey 
(ETHAN WEISS), two cabins competed against 
each other in two out of three games. The Harveys 
explained that the rules were exactly the same as 
the television game, and all the campers were eager 
to get started. Cabins 3 and 5 faced off in the first 
match up of the night. JESSE KAPLAN, MATT HEIL 
and the rest of Cabin 5 swept the points in the first 
question about people at camp in the 10-year club.  
ELI FRIEDMAN did a great job of keeping Cabin 
3 close, but Cabin 5 proved to be too much in the 
end. In the second match up of the night, Cabins 6 
and 10 battled it out on the Wass Hall stage. MILES 
RACENSTEIN’S knowledge of sports proved to be a 
major help to Cabin 10 for the question about what 
professional sports teams apparel are most worn at 
camp. BRADY WEISS and the rest of Cabin 6 tried 
their best, but ultimately lost in the third game. 
Next, it was time for a 12-year-old duel: Cabins 12 
and 13. JACK FORMAN led the Cabin 13 side to a 
victory in one of the games, but stellar answers from 
MAX BEERMANN and CHARLIE RATTERMAN 
on the opposing side made it hard for Cabin 13 
to get a chance to steal the points and the game. 
The penultimate game featured Cabin 16 and 17. 
Though it was a hotly contested battle, JUSTIN 
SCHOENEMAN proved to be the difference in a 
Cabin 16 win in the third game. Senior Cabin split 
up to face one another in the final game of the night. 
ISAAC WEISS and SAM MILLER’S knowledge 
of the TV game translated over to the cabin feud 
edition, where they got answers after answer correct. 
Big thanks to the Harvey’s for the work they put into 
running this evening’s campfire! 

Cabin Feud 
By Editors

NOAH LAZARUS (left) and ETHAN WEISS (right) throw up an “X” for an 
incorrect answer during cabin feud 

Cabin 12 celebrates a big win against Cabin 13 in last night’s evening 
campfire: cabin feud 

Social with Digits!
By Jake McDermott and Will Simkins

Yesterday Camp Menominee went to Agawak for 
a social. The social was a beach party! There were 
slides, snow cones and trampball. In cabin 5, as usual, 
there was a contest for who could get the most num-
ber at the social. Everyone thought that they were 
going to win, but there could only be one winner. 
JAKE MCDERMOTT ended up taking the top prize 
with a stunning five phone numbers! The overall 
competition, though, was won by Cabin 3 representa-
tive EMMITT KREZ with seven numbers! Now that 
is what we call social!
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Counselor Profile: Noah Lazarus
Age : 17
Hometown: Northbrook, Illinois
Years at Camp: 8
Camp Activities: Softball, Hockey
Favorite Camp Meal: Pizza    
Favorite Song: “No Money”-Galantis
Least Favorite Drink: Milk  
Spirit Animal: Whale   
Best Vacation: Camp Menominee
Best Camp Memory: Winning 16A two times

Early Monday morning, the CITs and counselors JOSH INGRAM and DWAYNE O’DE FREITAS headed to 
the beautiful Wisconsin Dells. After a stop at McDonald’s, we rolled up to Mount Olympus theme ark in the 
early afternoon. JACKSON WEIL, JAKE CZUPEK, JAKE HERMAN, MAX ZLATNIKOV, DWAYNE and JOSH 
flocked straight to the roller coasters as we worked our way from least to most exciting and crazy rides. After a 
quick stop at the hotel, we cooled off at the Mount Olympus Waterpark, complete with plunge-slides and a huge 
wave pool where ROSS FISHER and MAX WEINGARDT spent most of their time. After a delicious dinner of 
wings and burgers, courtesy of JASON, we hit the links at the pirate-themed mini golf course. JACKSON WEIL 
and JAKE HERMAN engaged in a competitive round, with JACKSON edging him out by two stokes. Meanwhile, 
JOSH INGRAM struggled mightily, missing putts left and right and losing many balls to the treacherous water 
hazards. He was not alone, though, as MAX ZLATNIKOV took a whopping 9 strokes on one hole! The next 
day, we went to the amazing Noah’s Ark Waterpark, the largest waterpark in the USA. JAKE CZUPEK, JOSH 
and DWAYNE fearlessly rode the “Scorpion’s Tail,” which includes the floor dropping out from under you 
and a loop. ROSS FISHER and the other CITs preferred the slightly less severe, but still fun “Black Anaconda” 
and “Time Warp” rides. MAX WEINGARDT and company also enjoyed floating in the lazy river, even when 
WEINGARDT’S tube tipped over. Thank you to JASON and WOODY for an unforgettable trip! 

CITs Take the Dells
By Jake Herman

‘Twas a beautiful afternoon at CM; a perfect day for a beach party social with Camp Agawak! After putting on 
our best beach attire, the boys headed over for a fun day in the sun with the ladies. Upon arrival, some boys and 
girls went to the slip and slide while others stayed down at the waterfront to enjoy the lake and maybe a snow 
cone or two. CHARLIE RATTERMAN and XANDER SCHILLER were rockin the slip and slide while BEN 
KAPLAN and EMMITT KREZ killed it down at the waterfront. After a while, the groups rotated and the seniors 
went down to the lake while the juniors got their turn at the slip and slide.  Despite their age group being on a 
trip, CHASE WEIMAN and ISAAC WEISS were mixing it up and could be seen having a great time in the lake. 
JAKE MCDERMOTT racked up the phone numbers while JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN and JOSH KRAVITZ 
bumped the music from the KWAK radio booth. All in all, it was a great social and a great day.

Agawak Beach Party Social
By Ethan Weiss

The Menominee Men play some water baksetball with the Agawak girls

JAMES POPLAWSKI (left), CADE COLBY (center) and HENRY CHABOT (right) 
enjoy snow cones at the Agawak social 


